Compliance with EU Competition Law Training Course

WHAT?
We organize a whole-day training session to guide you through various competition law challenges your
company may encounter.
The training session has a lot to offer, including practical tips and tricks and a workshop on topics of
common interest.
Have a look at the programme that ECG has put together with the law firm contrast exclusively for its
members:
Time

Topics
Why comply with competition law?

10h00 – 11h15

Are you aware that competition law can become a potential tsunami
for your company?
What are the (personal) risks?
Do you know what to do when you encounter an unexpected visit of
the competition authorities?

11h15 – 11h30

Coffee break
What to comply with?

11h30 – 13h00

Training (Q&A) on the absolute competition law “no go’s” of
companies in relation to its competitors, suppliers and distributors
Key take-aways

13h00 – 13h45

Lunch
How to comply?

13h45 – 14h15

Competition law applies all the time and everywhere
What (not) to say & write

14h15 – 15h45

Workshop
Concerning topics of common interest: trade federations, pricing, etc.
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WHEN?
27 September 2018

WHERE?
In the offices of contrast in Minervastraat 5, 1930 Zaventem, Belgium. contrast is an independent law
firm specialized in European and competition law, with extensive experience in representing clients in
the field of restrictive practices and distribution law. contrast also develops tailor-made competition
compliance programmes that focus on its clients’ day-to-day business experience.
Want to know more about contrast? Have a look at its website www.contrast-law.be.

PRICE?
€480 EUR (excl. VAT) for the whole-day training session, including documentation and a contrast
competition codex for each participant, as well as refreshments and catering.

WHAT’S MORE?
In order to make the training session as interactive and relevant as possible, we invite you to send your
competition law questions or case studies to compliance@contrast-law.be. All questions and case
studies will be dealt with confidentially.
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